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State.    Bentham never wearied of demonstrating the
cruel futility of such a view, and his strong voice for
humanism is as much needed to-day as ever before.
When we can hardly glance at a newspaper without
finding some allusion to the * paramount claims of the
State ', or ' national interests ', or * the welfare of the
Empire before which all other considerations pale *, it is
time to use the rigid Benthamite criterion and to ask and
ask again what all these fine things mean when reduced
to considerations of common experience.    We have got
to distinguish between society, a natural growth, and the
various institutions which have been created on top of
the instinct towards community.    We must analyse, not
accept, if we are to be saved from the tyranny of servants.
' What are the paramount claims of the State ' but a
vague pretension on the part of those who have gained, by
whatsoever means, administrative power ?    The State is
you, and its machinery should be the implement of your
happiness ;   it is simply an Institution, like a hundred
other Institutions, and there is nothing holy or sacred
about it.    Its claim to infallibility, and that is what the
neo-Hegelian doctrine/of the General Will implies, is
the rankest insolence. vKeep the State, keep all institu-
tions to their function, and you have servants as admir-
able as they are necessary ;  but once recede to what is
commonly known as Prussianism, once subject yourself
to the Sabbatarian Fallacy that man is made for the
State, * and  you are  at the  mercy of every pushing
jack-in-ofEce,   the   bond-slave   of   a   despotism   more
heartless and more powerful th^n the tyranny of Moloch.
Only by the doctrine of Utility, ruthlessly applied, can
man be safeguarded from the usurpation of Institutions,
That is Bentham^s grand contribution to English poli-
tical theory : there could be none more valuable.^)
Another important point made by Bentham was the

